
degree in the program and will
look for work in the wind fields.
"It's a concrete field to be in.

As long as the companies are
building turbines, there will be
work," Grinnell said.
Last year, it was uncertain

whether or not the federal
government would extend the
wind energy tax credits, and there

IEMT Instructor James Fitazpatrick readies the turbine simular

was a drop-off in enrollment and amended. Turbines
hiring slowed down. operational
The tax credits did get power in orde

renewed, however, and were also ~ ow

Don't face grief alo
By JOSEP
MULTIMEDIA

One of the hardest.things that
could happen while attending
DMACC is losing a
one. When I first started
to DMACC in 2011 I
mother during the middle of the
fall semester to cancer. We knew
in advance that it was coming
and I had informed my teachers
beforehand that I would be absent
when the time came. Afterward I
had my wife and kids, as well as
extended family, to help me deal
with my grief, enabling me to
continue on with school.
That' support network isn't

always there for students. Friends
you know may have recently lost
someone they care about and have
no one to turn to for help or to
.discuss their loss. Even if they
may have that support they maybe
too far from home to fall back on
it. The thing to remember is that
there is help available.
Students at DMACC are

entitled to three sessions with
a counselor who will help them
through the tough part of the
initial period and provide them
with a way to find continuing
therapy if needed. Beyond the
help of DMACC counselors
there are several community
groups and organizations that
may be able to help or direct you
to the services you need. The

come
to meet wrtn a
start something on cunpus •.•

we are not averse to doing tha
Counselor Vern Ostrander said.
Remember, grief doesn't have

to be handled alone. There are
pe<;>.pleout there who want to
help and want to listen. If you
or someone you know is suffering
from grief due to loss of a loved
one I encourage you to seek
help. Finally if you are uncertain
as to the safety of yourself or _
another due to grief, seek help
immediately. Losing someone is
hard, but please don't let it lead
to. another loss which could be
prevented.
Counseling is available by

walk-in at the guidance office,
currently in Building 5 near the
ATM machine, or by scheduling a
visit via the DMACC Counseling
Department website at go.dmacc.
edu/ counseling/Pages/welcome.
aspx. A list of grief services
is available in the Counseling
Referral Guide at go.dmacc.
edu/ counseling/Documen ts/
resourceguide.pd£ s·JOU

If you do, goodfor you, hut this has notbUII
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